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An excellent introduction to the remarkable rat, written by the world-famous Rat Lady, Debbie

Ducummum, Rats offers expert advice to all keepers of these popular fancy pets. Held in high

regard in Ancient Egypt, major Asian societies, and discriminating homes in America, rats are the

most intelligent rodent on the planet and enjoy playing games with their keepers. As with all editions

in the Complete Care Made Easy series, Rats offers readers information about selecting the right

pets from good sources and acquiring all of the home essentials (for rats: cage, toys, bedding, and

furnishings). The book discusses food options and the importance of feeding a rat a healthy,

low-cal, low-fat diet based on fruits, veggies, and legumes plus recipes and menu tips. The author

also covers the important considerations of rat proofing the home for keepers who opt to give their

pets free run of their dwellings. The chapter &#147;Beginning Your Friendshipâ€• discusses rat

socialization, handling, grooming, cleaning, and interactions with children and other pets. The health

of a pet rat is covered in the &#147;Health Careâ€• chapter that includes choosing a veterinarian, the

first vet visit, spaying/neutering, the weekly health exam, plus handling common rat maladies and

dealing parasites and emergencies. The real f-u-n begins in chapter seven, &#147;Fun Activities,â€•

in which the reader can learn how to train his or her rat to walk on a leash, enrich his ratâ€™s life

with entertaining games, and learn party tricks to impress visitors to the ratâ€™s home. True rat

lovers will enjoy taking their rats to shows&#151;just like dog shows&#151;to show off their ratâ€™s

conformation and natural beauty. The chapter &#147;Show Timeâ€• offers advice on preparing for

shows, classes at shows, and competing for ribbons. The final chapter on breeding offers rat

enthusiasts advice about reproduction, the birthing process, and handling pups. Glossary,

appendices, and index included.
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Yes, Debbie Ducommum is THE expert in rat care. I give this book out to new rat owners as it is the

most complete and accurate guide to the care, feeding, medicating, and training of rats. It is written

for the layman in simple english. It is a guide that tells you when your rat is sick and how to avoid

expensive medical treatments by preventive measures. This is the Bible on rat care as far as I am

concerned. I have a rat rescue and this book has been inspirational and saved me hundreds of

dollars in vet bills and has lengthened the life of many of my rats.

Good book for brands of cages, foods, different types of bedding, and more. It even has tips and a

"breeding guide" at the end. I really enjoyed the book and found it very helpful for a pet rat.

Although, I wish the book offered more about training the rats. I'm interested in that for sure!

Awesome guide for if the rat(s) is/are your first pet. Apparently the author wrote another book about

rats and maybe it has more info about (my interest) training. This book is joyful and worth reading!

:-)Please note: This review is written by a 10 year old

My daughter, who's 8, just got two male dumbo rats for her birthday - and this book was PERFECT

for her! She read it from start to finish - it seems like it has everything we need as we accustom

these cuties into their home. For the record, rats make WONDERFUL pets for children! They are so

smart, funny and sociable! And they are clean and litter trained!

This was one of the first rat/rodent books I ever bought and the pictures and info within helped sway

me to get my first pet baby rats. Rats are amazing! Just like little puppy dogs. I've keep a rat pair

ever since. I was excited to see that this book had been updated. The new photos are wonderful

and even for someone who has kept ratties for a while now there are many good training and

advanced health care tips. Debbie Ducommum has dedicated her life to rescuing, keeping,

promoting, and educating people about rats as pets. I've had the pleasure of getting to see her "in

action" a few times giving live demos at Pet Expos on rat training (and dress-up - adorable). Her

love for these critters comes through both in person and on the pages of this book.



Very informative book for potentional rat owners. Explains all aspects of owning rats. Explains care,

food options, cage choices, etc.

This book is a great place to begin if you think you would like pet rats. It should be read before

buying cages or other necessities and of course the pets themselves. Unfortunately most of us Get

them first then find out that we need the education. THe book is quite helpful in getting the newbie

up to speed.

First -- Rats are the best pets. Second - This book is fabulous. The author is well known in the rat

community and she makes herself available to all in social networks.My 5 and 6 year old even love

it (they were rattling off some things about breeding the other day that they read in the book). Great

information....definitely one that I would recommend to all owners of these WONDERFUL creatures.

This book is great if you're just getting into rats, or even if you've had them for a while! Debbie

covers a wide range of topics, lots of dos and don'ts for ratties. Generally if we have a question the

book is the first thing we consult. Haven't run into any issues regarding the content at this point.

Definitely something to pick up.
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